The ADD-700/ADD-770 Series wideband noise cancelling headset is tough, stylish and at home in intense call centre environments as well as inside some of the most sophisticated offices.

The ADD-700 Series has been designed to be lightweight which ensures low operator fatigue, allowing the headset to be worn all day, every day. Sound quality is clear and crisp with a hint of base; all generated from its wideband properties.

The use of the ADD-QD75 USB cable allows both phone and PC connection, making the ADD-700 series suitable for versatile workstation usage.

Let us know what connection method you prefer - the ADD-700 Series can be connected via a traditional telephone system, Unified Communications or alternatively it can be connected with Microsoft Lync. The choice is yours!

More details online at www.addcom.com
ADD-700 Series

Features

- Stylish yet practical design
- Adjustable noise cancelling microphone
- Flexible microphone boom
- Exceptionally lightweight
- Self-aligning, floating earpiece
- Wideband speaker
- Acoustic shock limiting diode
- Clickstop adjustable headband
- Durable Quick Disconnect
- Adjustable clothing clip
- 2-year replacement warranty
- Designed to be worn all day

Compatibility

- ADDCOM Multimedia Amplifier ADD-990
- ADDCOM Multi Purpose Switch ADD-818
- ADDCOM Dialler ADD-T11

Accessories

- Geni Cord ADD-QD14
- Curly Cord various
- USB cable with DSP ADD-QD75
- ADD-QD76 USB to QD cable ADD-QD76
- Large ear foam ADD-1012
- Large leatherette ear cushion ADD-1013
- Microphone foam cover ADD-1003
- Clothing clip ADD-1008
- Supervisor Cord ADD-1014
- Inline mute switch ADD-1015

Part number

- Monaural ADD-700
- Binaural ADD-770
- Monaural IP ADD-700IP
- Binaural IP ADD-770IP
- Monaural Lync ADD-700USBLYnc
- Binaural Lync ADD-770USBLYnc